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Main goal of the study

Several fog types: stratus lowering and radiative fog.
This study: for radiative fog only:
Is it possible to forecast the meteorological conditions favorable to radiative fog formation?
Constraint: with a mesoscale model and only using mean meteorological parameters, such as surface
temperature, humidity, wind speed and net infrared flux?
Is it realistic?
What could be the forecast scores?

November, 16 2011: 2m temperature modelled with WRF
Paris area ∆x=5km North of France ∆x=15km



Thresholds for the meteorological parameters

Using visibilimeters data: Pre-fog period = 6 hours before the beginning of a ’radiative fog event’
Definition of ’threshold’ values, representative of possible radiative fog formation using meteorological data
distributions

Examples of whole (2010, 2011, 2012) and (only pre-fog) distributions

Finally, the thresholds values used in this study are:
∆T2m (3h), must be at least of -0.5oC, during the last three hours.
The 10m wind speed, U10m must be between 0 and 3m/s, representing a shallow turbulence
The net infrared flux, Fir , must be lesser than -10 W/m2

The 2m relative humidity, H2m, must be higher than 0.9 (i.e 90%).



Model versus observations comparisons at SIRTA

Focus on November 2011: 9 radiative fogs periods
Grey: the pre-fog period (6h) and Brown: the complete radiative fog period.

2m temperature (oC)

2m relative humidity (%)

Model validation

Parameter M O Cor Bias
T2m (oC) 7.86 8.44 0.86 -0.58
H2m (0:1) 0.91 0.94 0.48 -0.03
U10m (m/s) 3.77 1.85 0.67 1.91
Fir (W/m2) -33.66 -42.77 0.53 9.11
Fsol (W/m2) 39.88 57.51 0.71 -17.63

Temperature is well modelled
Wind speed is biased but sufficient
Relative humidity may limit the good forecasts



Probability of radiative fog formation using the threshold defined for the observations

Only for the SIRTA data and the analysis WRF run:
By comparison between observed and modelled values and selected threshold,
By combining the probabilities for each meteorological parameter:
α = α∆T2m × αH2m × αU10m × αFir

For α=0: No fog diagnosed; For α=1: Fog diagnosed
Reasonable value: α=0.9



Variability of meteorological parameters forecast

The WRF model ran every day in forecast mode: leads (D-1), (D+0), (D+1) and (D+2)
For each hour: 4 models values.

2m temperature 2m relative humidity



Predictability of fog occurence

Definition of forecast scores

Events Observed
Forecast Yes No
Yes a (hit) b (false alarm)
No c (miss) d (correct rejection)

Number of fog events:
a+c ≈ 70 when b + d ≈ 650:
Fog occurence frequency is ≈10% only
... but predicted more than ≈ 30 %

With Hit and Miss:
The observations scores are always
better than model ones
rightarrow Model representativity and
uncertainty
Model (D-1) analysis always better than
forecast (D+0)→ (D+2): synoptic scale
meteorological forecast accuracy

Hit (a) False alarm (b)

Miss (c) Correct rejection (d)

→ Scores as a function of a ”time window” during the pre-fog
period (from 1 to 6 hours)



Predictability of fog occurence: Hit rates and false alarms

Number of fog events:

Observations ’hit rate’ rather constant: ≈ 90%
and always higher than model
With observations and model: false alarms
are always important
→ meteorological thresholds values are
representative of fog but also, more generally,
of wintertime periods in the Paris area.

Model (D+0):
Better hit rates and less false alarms than
’forecast’ model
H hit rates increase with time window but
slowly: from 69% to 72%
but F false alarm rate increases faster: 46%
to 74%

Hit rate (a/(a+c))

False alarm rate (b/(b+d))



Predictability of fog occurence

ETS score
EFS always positive: the methodology
has a reasonable skill and thus suitable
for fog forecast
Z > 1.6 for all leads: model always
performs significantly better than a
random forecast

Z score
Observations scores always better than
model scores.
Model not suitable for time windows
larger than 3h: not enough fog events to
ensure statistical significance.

ETS score

Z score



Conclusion and perspectives

Conclusion:

A simple approach was implemented to diagnose ’radiative fog favorable conditions’
using WRF simulations over the Paris area
Threshold values and criteria were fitted using 2010, 2011 and 2012 SIRTA data
The ’hit rates’ were found to be:
• with data: 87% with the data (thresholds are not perfect)

• with the WRF model:
• 69% for D-1 (analysis),

• 58% for (D+0),

• 53% for (D+1)

• 50% for (D+2)
The EFS and Z scores showed the forecast has a good skill (better for observations
than model)
The best time window to diagnose the fog probability is 1h: the best compromise
between hit rates and false alarms

Perspectives:
Use an ’ensemble’ of WRF forecasts with several Land Surface Models (LSMs) and
turbulence schemes
Extend the diagnostic by using ’column’ variables (liquid water content, vertical
temperature inversions...)


